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Canonical correlation analysis is shown to he equivalent to the problem of 
estimating a linear regression matrix, B, , of less than full rank. After re- 
parameterizing B, some estimates of the new parameters, obtained by solving 
an eigenvalue problem and closely related to canonical correlations and vectors, 
are found to be consistent and efficient when the residuals are mutually 
independent. When the residuals are generated by an autocorrelated, stationary 
time series these estimates are still consistent and obey a central limit theorem, 
but they are no longer efficient. Alternative, more general estimates are suggested 
which are efficient in the presence of serial correlation. Asymptotic theory and 
iterative computational procedures for these estimates are given. A likelihood- 
ratio test for the rank of B, is seen to be an extension of a familiar test for 
canonical correlations. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The theory of canonical correlation analysis (CCA), introduced by 
Hotelling [13], has become established as a powerful exploratory tool in the 
analysis and summarization of multivariate data in such fields as economics, 
psychology, the biological sciences, and geology. It enables the linear multi- 
variate regression relationship between two sets of variables to be condensed 
into a relatively small number of simultaneous equations involving orthonormal 
linear combinations of both sets of variables. Let y(n) and z(n) be respectively 
p x 1 and p x 1 vector variables, a sample of N observations being expressed 
by the matrices 
Y = [all),..., WI], 2 = [z(l),..., z(N)]. 
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Until further notice the indexing of these replications implies no particular 
ordering or spacing. It is usually convenient to work with mean-corrected 
variables, in which case the elements of each row of Y and Z sum to zero. 
Consider now a pair of vectors lying in the planes spanned by the rows of 
X and Y, respectively, in N-dimensional vector space. If the angle between 
these is smaller than the angle between any other such pair the cosine of this 
angle is designated as the first canonical correlation and the vectors themselves, 
uniquely defined up to simultaneous reversal of direction, as the first pair of 
canonical vectors. The second pair are the vectors orthogonal to the first pair 
that are separated by the smallest angle, and so on. The m < min(p, 4) greatest 
squared canonical correlations between Y and 2 are denoted pj2, j == l,..., m, 
and are the m greatest zeros p2 of 
where, for example, &,, = N-lYZ’, the prime indicating transposition. Then 
the canonical variates are l+‘y(1z), v,‘z(n), j = l,..., m, having correlations pj , 
where the pj , vj are the corresponding eigenvectors of @,&& in the metric 
of !&, and $,,$~&,, in the metric of 8,, , respectively. The pj , vi obey the 
orthonormality conditions 
pj’di& = Vj’SZ& = q, j, k = I,..., m, (1.2) 
where we use the Kronecker delta: ajh: = 1, j = K; = 0, j # K. 
Distribution theory for canonical correlations and vectors appears until now 
to have been based on independence and normality assumptions for y(n) and 
z(n) (see Anderson [2, 31, Bartlett [4, 51, C onstantine and James [8], Hsu [13, 141, 
and James [17]). The use of normality assumptions is understandable in that we 
are concerned with correlations. The characteristic equation determining 
canonical correlations is symmetrical in Y and 2, and, thus, it is not necessary 
to regard one particular vector variable as dependent on another, as in regression, 
but merely to think of Y and Z as being associated. Correspondingly, reference 
to a residual random variable has usually been suppressed. However, we shall 
approach the problem from a regression point of view and will see that this 
enables us to derive asymptotic properties of what we may regard as generalized 
canonical estimates under alternative assumptions that do not involve normality 
or independence and appear to be relatively weak in other respects. 
We consider first the model 
y(n) = B&) + x(n), n = I,..., N, (1.3) 
where B, is a p x 4 regression matrix and we assume, for the time being, that 
(i) the x(n) are independent, identically distributed p x 1 vector variables 
with null mean vector and covariance matrix Sk,, (i.i.d. (0, Q,,)). 
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It is believed that B, has rank m < min(p, Q), a situation resulting from the 
existence of a number of (presumably unknown) linear or nonlinear relations 
obtaining among the elements of Ba . An appealing physical interpretation, 
offered by Brillinger [6], is to regard B, as being capable of providing only m 
channels for the transmission of the information derived from z(n); we introduce 
thep x m and m x 4 matrices B, , B, , transmit the m x 1 vector B&n) and on 
receipt forms the p x 1 vector B,B,z(n). The following theorem provides an 
estimator of B, . (W e use the symbol B to denote any admissible matrix, 
appending the zero subscript only when referring to the true value.) 
THEOREM 1. The function 
N-l tr((Y - BZ)(Y - BZ)‘&}, 
where 
fizz = pL21?I - s2y*pL;;s2 SY ’ 
is minimized with respect to B of rank m < min(p, q) by 
(1.4) 
where the fNi , fNNi 3 f,,,& , j < k, aye the square roots of the m greatest zeros r2 of 
det(r2f& - &f@z,>, (1.5) 
and the ct,$ are the corresponding eigenvectors of &$&#8,,&~ in the metric of 
&ii , the direction of GNj , j = I,..., m, being prescribed by taking its first element 
to be positive, and 
i;yj = Pg2;;Z1PLz$-1- 22% * 
The theorem is easily proved either by using a result of Rao [20] for finding 
the best approximation to a matrix by one of lower rank, or by reparameterizing 
and differentiating, using the constraints 
u$,;u, = vj’&zzvk = y, j, k = l,..., m. U-6) 
Now &, is efficient in the sense of having the same asymptotic properties under 
(i), with the x(n) not necessarily normally distributed, as it would if it were the 
maximum-likelihood estimator of B0 , that is if the x(n) were i.i.d. multivariate 
normal vectors. Moreover, the procedure is equivalent to CCA. For (1.3) is 
estimated by y(n) = &z(n), and premultiplying by i&&;z produces the 
equations 
iigqy(n) = $&+(n), j = l,..., m, (1.7) 
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because of (1.6). However, by comparing (1 .l) and (1.5) we find that 
iNj = &(I - #Q)-11”. 
Also, from (I.]), (1.2), and (1.6) 
W) 
so 
ci,j = (1 - pi2)--1M&.z& . 
Finally +,,,j = vi and substituting in (1.7) produces the CCA relations 
Pi’Y(f-9 = pjvj’z(n), j = I,..., m. 
(See also Hannan [9], Izenman [16] for discussions of the relationship between 
CCA and, respectively, simultaneous equations estimation and reduced-rank 
regression.) 
2. ASYMPTOTIC THEORY 
In the present section we shall show that the estimates iiNj, &., +&, j = I,..., m, 
are consistent and efficient under rather special circumstances and consistent but 
inefficient under more general circumstances. Thus, we shall suggest alternative 
estimators that will more often be efficient. 
We are prompted by Theorem 1 to rewrite (1.3) as 
~(4 = UoRoVoz(4 + x(n), n = l,..., N. (2.1) 
Here U, is the p x m matrix whose jth column is the p x 1 vector u,,~; V, is the 
m x q matrix whose jth row is the transpose of the q x 1 column vector voj; 
R, is the m x m matrix whose jth diagonal element is Y,,~ and whose off-diagonal 
elements are zero. Correspondingly, we define 
with RN as the m x m diagonal matrix with elements TNi . It is convenient to 
introduce at this time also the vectors 
Now we have 
r. = (rol ,..., ram>, 
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Somewhat arbitrary prescriptions are needed to enable us to distinguish individual 
components r,ju,,& from knowledge of B, , and then to identify uaj, Vsj , and 
roi separately. We impose the orthonormalization 
Uo’“;~Uo = voslzzvo) = I, (2.2) 
(where G& is assumed nonsingular, E&(n) z(n)‘) = Q,, and I, denotes the 
m-dimensional unit matrix), take the first element of uaj , ~+,~r to be positive, 
j = I,..., m, and impose the ordering 
ro1 > ro2 > ... > rom > 0. 
(If sign constraints on the roj and u,,~ were omitted and the roi were not specifically 
ordered but merely taken to be distinct and nonzero, (2.1) would be “locally” 
identified in that there wouId be only finitely many (4m!) admissible alternatives.) 
THEOREM II. Assume that condition (i) holds and also that 
(ii) (2.1) holds; 
(iii) E{x(m) z(n)‘} = 0, m, n = 0, f  I ,...; 
(iv) lim,,, PL,, = fizz , almost surely (a.s); 
(v) 5L,, and SL,, are nonsingular; 
(vi) (Ui, V,) C{(U’, V) 1 U’f&iU = I,; VQ,,V’ = I,,; uil >, 6, j = l,..., m} 
for arbitrarily small 6 > 0 and rol > ro2 > ... > ram > 0. Then as N --+ 03 
1 . 
(UN’, VN 3 b’) - &Jo’, V. , rO’), a.s., 
and the variates N112(iNzNj - rgj), j = l,..., m, have independent unit normal 
distributions and are also independent of the vector variates hrr12(& - uoj), 
N’/“(& - voj), j = l,..., m, which have a singular multivariate normal distribu- 
tion with null means and the following variances and covariances: 
%wh - UOjm-fk - u,,)‘} + T’ (rtf;;)2 UO&l , j = k, 
01 
j # k; 
E{N(c1,, - uoj)(& - vok)‘} + 2 ;’ ( r;j ro,) UOlGl ’ ~~““2 2 j = k, 
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j  i k, 
the sums being wer lfor which 1 < 1 < min(p, q), I # j, putting r,, = 0,l > m. 
Strongly consistent estimates of the variances and covariances are obtained by 
replacing uoj , voj , roj by fiNj , irNj , fNNj , respectively, j = l,..., m. 
Proof. The existence of a formal proof is implied by subsequent theorems. 
The following, more heuristic proof is based on perturbation expansions (see 
Wilkinson [22, Chapter 2]), and is preferable in that it produces expressions for 
variances and covariances without a very complicated matrix inversion. 
Expanding the eigenvectors cl,, of 
about the eigenvectors uoj of 
gives 
ignoring higher-order terms. Now from (i)-(iv), a.s. 
ii fizz = jli N-l(B,Z + X)(1, - Z’h;;Z)(B,Z + X)’ = Qrz , 
and, thus, &., --+ Co a.s. and iiNj is consistent. Then 
N.“2(ir,,. - uoj) + N1’2 C’ (r& - r;J-l uolu;IS2~~(Bo~Zz~ + azzBJ P;;uoj , 
1 
on substituting for Y. The right side is 
C’ trij - r&)-1 uO~(~O~v~~~~~sz~3%j + rOj”~lQ~~PLpczVOj) 
2 
= 7’ (6 - rL)-lU~l[(r~~Ub @ ‘6) f (r&k @ V&)]Wy (2.3) 
where w = Nll2 vec(&$;~}. (By A @ B we mean the matrix whose jkth 
submatrix is B times the jkth element of A, and by vec{A) the column vector 
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whose jth subvector is the jth column of A. Here and elsewhere we use the result 
vec@BC} = (C’ @ A) vet(B).) Similarly iTNi -+ v,i and 
~~‘~(t$,,~ - v,,J + 7’ (r$ - r,Z,)-l~Ol[(rOlu~l @ v$) + (r,,& 0 v;J]w. (2.4) 
Finally 
and from the square root expansion 
iP2(iN5 - ro5) + (Ubj @ v$)w. (2.5) 
Now under our conditions w has a limiting multivariate normal (0, SZ;i @ Sz,,) 
distribution. Then the asymptotic distributional and covariance properties of the 
theorem are easily constructed from (2.3)-(2.5), and the proof of the theorem is 
concluded. 
The theorem may also be regarded as a special case of Theorem III: because we 
shall be using results of Robinson [21] for multivariate nonlinear regressions 
which require (U,,‘, V,,) to lie in a compact set (see also Jennrich [18], 
Hannan [ll]), the formal introduction of the quantity S is required in (vi). 
The constraints (2.2) confine U, and V, to a compact subset of a differentiable 
manifold because, for example, ugj is a point on the surface generated by the 
intersection in mp-dimensional Euclidean space of the (p - 1)-dimensional 
ellipsoid cylinders u$&,~ = 1 and the functions u&.Q$~~ = 0. However, 
the sign constraints destroy compactness unless they are modified in the way 
described. It is convenient to note at this stage, incidentally, that in all our 
asymptotic theorems we omit, for brevity, the requirement that for the central 
limit theorem (which depends in part on the strong law) (U,l, V,) must be an 
interim point of the compact set. 
Condition (i) (which is necessary for UN , V, and fiN to be efficient) may be 
reasonable for some cross-section data, but it is generally unacceptable when the 
data are time series. Henceforth, we suppose y(n) Grid z(n) to have been sampled in 
chronological order and at cozstant intervals of time. (Equally the data could be 
measurements recorded at equal distances in space, as may be the case in the 
earth sciences.) In such circumstances any theory which neglects to account 
for serial correlation of residuals is incomplete. We assume 
(vii) The sequence x(n) has the representation Cm,A(j)e(n - j), where the 
e(n) are i.i.d. (0, IP) random variables and the A(j) are matrices for which 
ra tr@W) A(j)‘) < 00, and has continuous and nonsingular spectral density 
matrix 
f(h) = (2r)-l 2 2 A(j) A(j + k)’ e-*kh, 1x1 <T. 
5=--m k--a, 
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(viii) lim,,, N-l &, z(n) z(n + j)’ = cn eijA dF(A) U.S., j = 0, fl,..., 
where the spectral distribution matrix F(h) has Hermitian nonnegative increments, 
with F(--rr) = 0, F(n) = Q2,, . 
These specifications describe a wide class of stationary and ergodic processes; 
the x(n) might be generated by a finite moving-average or autoregressive 
process and the z(n), while they must be trend-corrected, may include mean or 
almost-periodic components. 
A statement of the covariance properties of our estimates under these weaker 
conditions requires new notation. For any m x n matrix A we have 
avecik} i ,11 
a vec’{A} = n ’ (2.6) 
where the permutation matrix 1,” is mn x mn and null except for the 
[(j - 1) n + K, (k - 1) m + j]th elements,j = l,..., m, K = l,..., n all of which 
are unity. Now by elementary manipulations 
vec{U’SZ;$J} = (I, @ U’n;:) vec{U} = (U’S2;: @ I,) vec{U’}, 
vec(VR,,V’) = (VS2,, @ I,) vec{V) = (I, @ VSZ,,) vec(V>. 
Then it follows from (2.6) that 
say. We may now compose the matrix 
a vec(U,‘&& - I, , V&V, - I,> = 
a(vec’ {U,), vet’ {V,), ro> 
From this we form the m(m + 1) x m(p, + p, + 1) matrix 25 by deleting one 
member of each of the m(m - 1) pairs of identical rows, corresponding to the 
duplication of the off-diagonal constraints in (2.2). 
THEOREM III. Let conditions (ii)-(viii) hold. Then as N---f 03 
(ON’, VN, i;v’) -+ (UO’, V, , rO’) a.s., 
and the vector variate, 
N1/2(vec’(& - U,}, vec’(VN - V,}, &+ - r,,), 
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has a singular multivariate normal distribution with null mean vector and covariance 
matrix the m(p + q + I)-order leading square submatrix of the m(p + q + m + 2)- 
order matrix C;lE,C;l, where 
with 
Y(f) = (27r)-l j” f(h) @ dF(--h), 
r = (I, 0 iko , U&, 0 1,) ~010 vo, >..., uom 0 vom). 
Proof. The theorem would follow immediately from results of Robinson [21] 
(see also Aitchison and Silvey [l]) for estimates minimizing 
S = N-l tr{(Y - BZ)(Y - BZ)‘sZ;t}, (2.7) 
subject to 
u’sL;p = VsLzzV’ = I,. (2.8) 
In the theorem, however, we are minimizing (1.3) subject to (1.6), the constraints 
varying with N. Nevertheless, the region defined by (1.6) “converges to” that 
defined by (2.8) in the sense that each point of (1.6) is eventually arbitrarily 
close to a point of (2.8) since a.s. fiL,, -+ 9,, , &?,, --+ 5&, . Then the strong law 
holds for estimates minimizing (2.7) subject to (1.6) because these estimates 
converge to values satisfying (2.8), and (2.7) is continuous in B and converges 
a.s. to 
‘?a 
tr{EQ52 + (B, - B) Q,,(Bo - WlQ;J = P + C koj - rJ2, j=l 
which has a unique minimum under our conditions. To show that we may then 
replace (2.7) by (1.31, th e modulus of their difference is bounded by 
II fi$ - !i2;: II tr(fiyy - Bazzl - hvzB’ + BiZ,,B’}, 
where the first factor is a Euclidean norm and is not greater than 
II a;; II II Qzr - fQ/l II a,; II < fz 
a.s., N sufficiently large, for arbitrary E > 0. Since the second factor is O(l), the 
strong law in the theorem holds. For the central lit theorem we consider 
S = S + tr((UQ;iU - I,) C, + (VQzzV’ - I,)&}, 
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where Cu and Cr are m x m symmetric matrices of Lagrange coefficients, 
corresponding to the constraints (2.8). Now the central limit theorem for 
estimates minimizing s stems principally from the asymptotic normality of 
derivatives such as 
QN”2 @/XI (,, = -N1’2SA;~~J’0Ro + SZ;;U,N’12C, , (2.9) 
which we have evaluated at (Us’, V,, , R, , C,). However, 
li..i.~. (8;; - Sz;;) N1’2&Z&,R0 = 0, 
because the first factor 43 a.s. and the expectation of the squared norm of the 
second factor is 
N-lE tr R,V, ‘f i z(m)x(m)‘x(n)z(n)‘V,,‘& 
m=ln=l / 
= N-l j” sr tr{f(h)} tr(R,V,, dF(p) V,‘R,,} i g exp{i(m - n)(p - A)} dA 
-97 -77 n-=1n=1 
<2&tr RV 1 o o j- dF(p) VO’RO! = 2nk g rij = O(l), 
-77 j=l 
noting that f(h) is continuous and, thus, bounded. Now from Theorem 2 of 
Robinson [21] N1laC:u converges in distribution so 
Thus, (2.9) with S2,, replaced by fi,, is asymptotically normal if (2.9) is. In an 
entirely similar way the remaining derivatives of s may be modified. 
We note that the matrix I’ has column rank m(p + q - m) < m(p + q + 1) 
because of the existence of m(m + 1) 1 inearly independent relations between the 
columns. Then because (p - m)(q - m) > 0 it follows that m(p + q - m) <pq, 
the latter being the rank of S2;: @ Qzzl . Thus, I”(Q;i @ Q,,)I’ is singular of 
rank m(p + q - m). However, the inverse of the augmented matrix C, exists 
since r’(G!;t @ s2,Jr and g have nonintersecting null spaces. 
When the x(n) (or, even less plausibly, the z(n)) are serially independent our 
estimates are efficient for 
Y(f) = (w-2F%, 0 %z>, 
and the covariance matrix is derived from C;llC,E;l, where 
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It is possible to verify that the variances and covariances in this case are those 
of Theorem II. For it is easily shown that Cv = Cr = 0 and, thus, because its 
final m(nz + 1) rows and columns refer to the covariance structure of NII*CU 
and N1izCy , C;lC,C;l has the form 
The matrix Z, consists of the variances and covariances of Theorem II, as may be 
checked by forming such a matrix and verifying that 
We are prompted by Theorem III to seek estimates that will be efficient under 
wider circumstances. Since serially correlated variables are more easily handled 
after Fourier transformation, we consider the function 
s = N-l C tr([I,,(s) - URVI,,(s) - IvZ(s) V’RU’ + URVI,,(s) V’RU’] @J-l> 
+ tr&J’sS;~U - I,) C, + (VsLZZV’ - IJC,}. (2.10) 
Here we have introduced the periodogram and cross-periodogram matrices 
defined typically by 
L(s) = (2nN)-l fiJ $J y(m)z(n)’ exp{i(m - n)h,}, 
wkl ?&=I 
for frequencies h, = 2~sN- l, --QN < s < [$N]. Also f(h) is ap x p Hermitian 
matrix that estimates f(X), and which satisfies the following condition: 
(ix) lim,,, P(h) = f(h), U.S., X E (-77,7r]; 
[I.&. N-1’2 1 I&)[@,)-’ - f&-l] = 0. 
s 
In Section 3 we shall comment further on the estimation of f(h), and on the 
realization of condition (ix). Of course periodograms and spectral estimates are 
of intrinsic interest and their computation will often be the first step in a time 
series analysis; it does not seem unreasonable, therefore, to use them as a basis for 
an estimation procedure. Moreover, they are needed in the estimation of the 
covariance matrix of Theorem III. Alternatively time-domain methods based 
on autocovariances could be used, but these seem less flexible and require a 
comparable volume of computation. 
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Under conditions (ii), (iii), and (vii)-(ix) the first term in (2.10) converges 
as. to 
p + (27y Jn tr{[U,R,V,, - URV] dF(h)[U&,V, - URV]’ f(h) ‘1. 
--li 
For identification the integral must be positive unless (U’, V, R) = (U,‘, V,, R,). 
However, it may be written as 
vec’{[U,R,,V,, - URV]‘} Y(f-l) vec{[U,,R,V, - URV]‘), 
where Y(f-l) is derived from Y(f) by replacing f(A) by f(A)-l. Then under (vi) 
it is sufficient to generalize (v) to the requirement that 
(x) Y(f-l) is nonsinguZur. 
Our estimates are the values which absolutely minimize (2.10) and are denoted 
%4f>9 %(f>> fb<f>, with sN(f) being the row vector consisting of the diagonal 
of the latter. The estimates are uniquely determined by taking each element of 
iN(f) and of the first row of ON(f) to be positive and listing the former in order of 
magnitude. Of course alternative metrics to those of (1.6) could be used, but it 
seems desirable that our estimates should be directly comparable with ON , vN , 
and fiN . Indeed, if f(h) =r; (~GT)-%&~ (2.10) reduces to (1.3), so oN(&-,) = ON , 
etc., and (2.10) may be regarded as a generalization of (1.3). 
THEOREM IV. Let conditions (i)-(iii), (vi)-(x) hold. Then as N -+ cc 
(ON(P)‘, GJP), MP)‘) -+ (Vi, V, , rgl), a.s. 
and the vector variate 
N1/2(vec’{ON(E) - U,}, vec’{Q&) - V,}, fiv(f) - ro) 
has a singular multivariate normal distribution with null mean vector and covariance 




0 5’ I --1 Ir’v(f-l)r 0 0 I[ r’qf-l)r g 0’ 5 I -1 (2.11) 
The proof of this theorem will not be given as it follows directly from results in 
[21] after modifications which, because of condition (ix), can be justified by 
arguments analogous to those in the proof of Theorem III. An efficient means 
of estimation in the presence of serial correlation has, thus, been established; 
we shall discuss the associated computational problems in Section 3. 
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The derivation of expressions for variances and covariances from (2.11) is 
difficult because of the singularity of I”Y(f-l)I’. The matrices and scalars 
(27+-$;j lrn f(X)-%& dF(h)vw , u;if(h)-lu, dF(A), 
-77 
u,$f(X)-lu,jv;j dF(X)voj , 
j = l,..., m, are nonsingular and nonzero, respectively, under (vi) and (x), 
so because their diagonals collectively form the main diagonal of I”Y(f-l)r an 
evaluation of (2.11) can be based on their inverses. Some idea of the complex 
nature of the expressions obtained can be gained by considering the not unimpor- 
tant case m = 1. We put 
(2.12) 
say, where the partitioning of rows and columns is p : q : 1. Then the relations, 
41(~11 7 Yl, 3 $1) = vinw2, y22 ? 4J2) = rod+;, +,2’, #I, 
imply that (2.12) has rankp + q - 1, although Y’,, , Yaa , and $J may be inverted. 
The proof of the following result is omitted because of its algebraic complexity, 
but the correctness of the expressions is not difficult to verify. 
COROLLARY IV. With m = 1 in (2.1) and (2.10) the covariunce matrix in the 
limiting distribution of 




3. THE COMPUTATION OF EFFICIENT ESTIMATES 
Before the optimization of (2.10) can begin, estimates of f(A) must be 
computed. It is likely that these will be based on the quantities 
%,(A = P -3-l l<n 7Flfj<N [y(n) - fh&)l~Y(~ +“I.> - fhz(n +a’, 
1. . 
j=o, &I )...) (3.1) 
where the &, are the estimates of Theorem I and are easily computed. Because 
of Theorem III, the a,(j) consistently estimate the autocovariances of x(n). 
We shall briefly indicate possible approaches to the spectral estimation problem, 
bearing condition (ix) in mind. In the first place there may be prior information 
suggesting a given functional form for f(X), f(A; a) say, depending on a vector of 
parameters a. We envisage finding a strongly consistent estimator, GN , of the 
true vector a0 . (This can certainly be accomplished by available methods using 
(3.1) when x(n) is generated by a mixed moving-average autoregression.) Then 
if f(A; a) is continuous in a the first part of (ix) holds. If, moreover, f(A; a) has 
continuous first derivatives in a and N1/x(GN - a,,) converges in distribution 
the second part of (ix) will hold by virtue of the mean-value theorem. It is more 
likely, however, that we shall be unable to prescribe the form of f(A) in advance. 
In this case, for some integer L Q N we consider the estimates 
L-l 
f(h) = (2~)~~ 1 W/L) %&I exp(--2@/L), 
j=--L+1 
(3.2) 
for n(l - 4)/L < A, < r(E + 4)/L, 1 = -L + l,..., L - 1, and for --x < h < 
-7r(L - i)/L, ?r(L - 4)/L < A < 7, 1 = L. Thus, only L + 1, rather than 
[&N + 11, estimates are computed over (-rr, ~1 (noting also that #(-A) = f(h)‘). 
For common choices of the kernel k(.) see e.g. [lo, Chapter VJ Then if (3.2) is 
inserted in (2.10) a strong law and central limit theorem are available, providing 
Y([(27r)-l Sff f(X) ‘fl K(j/L) exp{zj(A - 24L)) dA]-‘) 
--?r -L+l 
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is nonsingular, the argument of Y being the inverse of the limit of (3.2) for fixedl. 
However, these estimates are not fully efficient because (ix) is not satisfied. For 
efficiency in our sense it is necessary to regard L as being increased simultaneously 
with N, but not so rapidly as to prevent the other properties from holding. 
It seems that there will exist some minimum rate of increase of L with N such 
that Theorem IV holds, but to establish the theorem for a given rate seems to 
require the introduction of complicated and unverifiable conditions on the bias 
of (3.2) which we shall not discuss. 
Under our weak assumptions, the efficient estimation of II,,, V, , and Rc, 
requires an iterative procedure, rather than the relatively simple task of solving 
an eigenvalue problem. Correspondingly, there seems to be no simple and 
satisfying geometrical interpretation, such as exists for CCA. (In [6, 7, lo] CCA 
for time series is discussed but only over a narrow frequency band in which 
spectra are constant, whence the results are analogous to the classical results 
already mentioned.) However, a neat solution is also available under the condition, 
intermediate between (i) and (vii), that x(n) is generated by the relation 
where.the e(n) are i.i.d. (0, Q)p x 1 vectors but the a(j), /3(j) are scalars. Then 
and f(h) would be estimated in such a way that f&)-l has the form d(s)D, 
where the d(s) are scalars and D is a p x p matrix. 
THEOREM V. The function 
~-l C tr{[Iyy(s) - BI,,(s) - I&) B’ + J%W’l WV 
s 
is minimized with respect to B of rank m < min(p, q) by 
where the fNj are the square roots of the m greatest zeros r2 of 
det r2D 
1 
- D ; I,,(s) d(s) [; I,&) d(s)]-l ; I& d(s)D/ 9 
f933/312-2 
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the i& being the corresponding eigenvectors, with 
Cvj = (C I,,(s) W-1 c L,(s) 44 D&c 9 j = I,..., m. 
s s 
The theorem follows from the fact that the scalars d(s) commute with the 
matrices. Unfortunately the specification (3.3) is rather special in that the 
spectra and cross-spectra of all components of x(n) have the same shape. Thus, 
methods for optimizing (2.10) in the absence of this restriction are called for. 
Since these methods involve a computationally onerous iterative procedure it 
may be advisable to estimate the efficiency of ON , 9, , fiN under (vii); if the 
efficiency is fairly large the effort of improving upon these estimates may not be 
worthwhile. From Theorem III the matrices C$S,C;’ and (2.11) may be 
consistently estimated by replacing (U,,‘, V, , RJ by (ON’, vN , &.,); SZ2,, P,, by 
a,, , s%,, , respectively; and Y(f), Y(f-I) by 
respectively. Then measures based on the nonzero eigenvalues of the leading 
m(p + q + I)-order square submatrices may be compared. 
If the decision to compute ON(f), p,,,(P), RN(P) is made, the following procedure 
is suggested. From (2.10) 
&N(as/jaU) = -c GI,,VR + C GURVI,,V’R + N&;:U&r, (3.4) 
&hqaS/avf) = -C I,,GUR + c I,,V’RU’GUR + NhzzV’Cy , (3.5) 
&N(aS/aY.J = -~u,‘GI,,v, + ~u~‘GURVI,,V~, j = l,..., m. (3.6) 
Here G denotes @,)-1, with arguments omitted from these and from the 
I,z(s), etc., the sums being over s. Because of the simultaneous variation of 
I,,(s) and f&), no eigenvalue solution is available. However, we equate (3.4~(3.6) 
to zero, replacing U, V, R, Cu , C, by 0, V, I%, CLi, C, , which represent any 
stationary point of S; then premultiplying (3.4) and (3.5) by 0’ and 0, respec- 
tively, gives 
c, = N-lo’ C G(IgB - ~~I,,)lh%, 
e, = N-lv C (I,, - I,$‘fiirl)G~fi. 
We observe that & and CV have zero diagonal elements (from (3.6)) but, in 
general, nonzero off-diagonal elements. We shall get equations determining 
an iterative step by substituting for CV , CV in the first-order conditions derived 
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from (3.4) and (3.5). A s initial values we shall use ON , VN , I%, , renaming them 
0, , V0 , I$, . On the (k + 1)th iterative step, k = 0, 1,2 ,..., we compute 
Here 6, , Vk’ have columns cij, , Gjk’jk; I& has diagonal i, = (Pjk); 8, = 6,&V,; 
Hk is the m x m matrix with ijth element ~i&Git,k~&+a,; hk is the 1 x m 
vector with jth element C ci~kGI,,+jk . Then the sequences 6,@,‘&$If,)r/a, 
(~.$?Zzz~~)1/2 Sk satisfy (1.6). 
An alternative procedure might make use of Aitchison and Silvey’s [l] 
modification of Newton’s method, but this seems to require the inversion of 
a matrix of much larger dimension than those involved in (3.7)-(3.9). An 
important point to bear in mind, however the iteration is carried out, is that 3 will 
have a number of local minima. Our asymptotic theory refers only to theglobal 
minimum, however, and the success of the optimization depends upon the 
adequacy of o,,, ,o, , I’&, as initial values for providing convergence to o,,,(P), 
v,Jf?), 8,(f). The problem is dispensed with in CCA because the solution of the 
eigenvalue problem automatically provides the optimal solution out of all those 
fulfilling the first-order conditions. To illustrate the difference between CCA and 
the present situation we shall briefly describe an alternative procedure for the 
case m = 1, requiring the solution of an eigenvalue problem at each iterative 
step. From (3.4)-(3.6) the estimates must satisfy the equations 
--r  ^ c GI,,+ + i2 C G~+‘I,,~ = 0, (3.10) 
--r  ^ c I,,Gfi + i2 C ii’GCiI,,ir = 0, (3.11) 
-c C1’GI,,+ + r^ 1 Q’GWI,,O = 0. (3.12) 
Here we have dropped the subscripts from 0 1 , $ , +I and we use the fact that the 
Lagrange coefficients are identically zero. Now the optimal estimates are those 
that satisfy (3.10~(3.12) and also minimize 
N-l c tr{[I,, - PWI,, - I,,ti’C + f2WI,,Xi’]G}. 
.s 
On substituting for Cii’GI,,+ from (3.12) it follows that equivalently we must 
maximize 
c = t2 C ii’GWI,,~. 
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Writing r^  as %+r and some of the G, +‘s as i& , Cl, and others as i&+r ,4+r , 
we rewrite (3.10) and (3.1 I) as 
We put dk = ~CiA’Gi&Gs’Iz,$fi , with ck+r = ?$+r dk , and choose as ck+i the 
greatest zero c of 
de+ c G+~‘I,,+, -d, C GI,,[c G~G&I,,]-l C I,,G}. (3.14) 
We begin by computing do from initial values G, = &,r , +s = GN1 . From (3.14) 
we extract c, , derive ?r = (cl/d,,)1/2 and then solve (3.13) for the unique ii,, +r 
obeying (1.6) and u,, > 0. Then these values are used to provide dl , and the 
process is continued until it hopefully converges. The volume of computation 
may be greater than that generated by (3.7)-(3.9), although the greatest eigen- 
value can be found rapidly by means of the power method (see Ralston [19, 
p. 4741). Moreover, (3.14) could be used to check the optimality of a solution 
found by an alternative method: if the estimates are ?, ii, + and &, BI, are 
replaced in (3.14) by ii, C the greatest zero should equal ? C ii’GWI,,S. 
4. A TEST FOR RANK 
The distribution theory presented in Section 2 can be used to set confidence 
intervals and test hypotheses. By testing whether certain components of the 
v,, are zero, for example, we could determine whether components of z(n) can 
be omitted from any of the m simultaneous equations. However, forming the 
estimate of B, submerges the identities of the estimates of individual uoj , 
va$ , yaj , and these cease to be of more than intrinsic interest. Perhaps the most 
important question concerns the rank of B, . M. S. Bartlett and R. A. Fisher 
have proposed the statistics 
--NC’ log(1 - pj2), NC’ &, 
respectively, where the sums are over m + 1 < j < min(p, 9). When the rank 
of B, is m these statistics are close and under independence and normality 
assumptions have limiting J$~~)(~-) distributions (see e.g. Hsu [15]). However, 
such tests would seem invalid under condition (vii). Nor could we proceed by 
fitting a matrix of high rank and then using the distribution theory of 
Theorems III and IV to teat whether some of the roj which we have estimated 
are zero, for were this true the identification conditions would have been 
contravened. 
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We suggest instead a rough likelihood-ratio test. The approximate log- 
likelihood is given by 
- ii c log Wf(V~ - 4 c tr&&) f(W1l (4.2) 
* s 
(see [IO, Chapter Iv). We denote by &&), $(A,) estimates of the form (3.2) 
obtained by using &, = CE, ?,,&,& , &, = fi,,b;i , respectively. The 
latter are consistent estimates of B, of rank m and full rank, respectively, under 
(vii) and so, in the sense described in Section 3, P,,, and & are consistent. Now 
after estimating B, of rank m we have effectively used up 
(P-l++-l+l)+(p-2++-2++1)+~~~+(p-m+q--+f) 
= Pq - (P - m)(q - ml (4.3) 
degrees of freedom, taking account of the constraints (1.6). If m = min(p, q), 
(4.3) is pq - [p - min(p, q)][q - min(p, q)] = pq, as we should expect. Then 
from (4.2) and (4.3) the hypothesis that B, has rank m is accepted if 
(4.4) 
is less than a suitable percentage point of x~-,(~~, . Thus, the rank can be 
determined before attempting to use the iterative methods of Section 3 to 
efficiently estimate B, . 
In the event of independent x(n), &(A,) would be replaced by (2?~)-i& and 
tn,(b) by 
(27r)-1& = (2TrA7)-1 
( 
Y - f 1 YNjitNj+h*Z Y - f 
j-1 )! j=l 
= (2?T)-l(“- + C’ fzjii&ljtikj), 
for all s. Now (4.4) reduces to 
N log det{&;.&,J = iV log det I, + A%;: C’ P&&&, 
= iV c’ lOg( 1 + fij), 
which is identical to the first expression in (4.1), from (1 A). 
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